Starting with forming a relationship with Hashem, the curriculum develops the basics of faith to forge that everlasting bond in which students learn to:

Praise, Ask, Recognize, Thank and Subject themselves to Hashem.

We build on the PARTS of Tefillah from 2nd/3rd grade and up.
Schools that have benefitted from the CoJDS Tefillah Curriculum:

Akiva Academy, Calgary, Alberta
Beth Rivkah Primary, Melbourne, Australia
Columbus Torah Academy, Columbus, Ohio
Denver Academy of Torah, Denver, Colorado
Friedel Jewish Academy, Omaha, Nebraska
Hamilton Hebrew Academy, Hamilton, Ontario
Hebrew Academy of Nassau County, West Hempstead, New York
Hillel Community Day School, Rochester, New York
Jewish Day School of the Lehigh Valley, Allentown, Pennsylvania
Maayan Torah Day School, Portland, Oregon
Torah Academy of Buffalo Grove, Buffalo Grove, Illinois
Vancouver Torah Academy, Vancouver, Canada
Yeshiva Day School of Las Vegas, Henderson, Nevada
Yeshiva Kol Yaakov, Great Neck, New York
Yeshiva of Central Queens, Flushing, New York
Yeshiva Torat Emet, Houston, Texas
What You’ll Get:

The teacher edition
which directs you through the Tefillah Curriculum

The student booklet
complete with activities and a session wrap-up for each lesson

A personal advisor
to help you every step along the way to make it as successful as possible

A connection
with other teachers around the globe who are using the Curriculum & conference calls to develop new ideas and hear advice from the field.

Developed with the advice and encouragement of principals, teachers, psychologists, rabbis and other experts, the curriculum initiates life-altering discussions amongst many ages.

Email YBenari@cojds.org or call 917-600-2486 to hear more about this exciting initiative and to discuss how it could be customized to enhance Tefillah in your students.
I learned today that Tefillah is talking to Hashem.

TEFILLAH IS TALKING TO HASHEM

Draw on the teacher’s board

HOW YOU LOOK

when you are talking to Hashem
I talk to Hashem who is giving, gave, and will always be the One who gives me life.

Create a personalized **TIMELINE OF YOUR LIFE**

and the milestones passed along the way.
I look in the mirror and see a lot of miracles. Hashem is always here.

Who formed man with wisdom?

DRAW A FACE

Label what you feel is the GREATEST MIRACLE.

Why do you feel this way?
I WANT TO DO MY PARTS IN TEFILLAH

Name ____________
Class ____________

EMUNAH Primer

למהlemen bdin yom v'nem laila

To distinguish between day and between night

DECORATE THE CAKE

The way you would like to eat it

Just like a cake, this world needs to be "baked" at the perfect temperature for the perfect amount of time. Hashem is doing it all, always.
I WANT TO DO MY PARTS IN TEFILLAH

Name ____________________
Class ____________________

Tree Miracles makes me aware how much Hashem does for me. I am talking to Him when saying this bracha.
I WANT TO DO MY
PARTS IN TEFILLAH

Class ____________  EMUNAH Primer

DRAW WHAT YOU
SING/THANK HASHEM FOR IN YOUR LIFE

Tefillah is my chance to directly sing to Hashem
Draw something that you have which you love and something which you would love to have.

I am learning what it means to love Hashem
The mezuzah on my door reminds me that Hashem is always watching over and taking care of us.
I talk to Hashem in a way that no one else does. I have a special relationship with Hashem.